Gurli Dress
No. 2004-184-5252

Materials

Sizes

2 (3) 4 (4) skeins of 50 g
Friends Cotton 8/4 - Pomegranate (41)

½ (1) 2 (4) years

24” Circular Needle US 2 ½ (3 mm)
32” Circular Needle US 2 (2.75 mm)
Crochet Hook D (3.25 mm)
2 stitch markers
3 buttons, ½ “ in diameter

Knitting Gauge
On the larger needles in stockinette:
26 sts = 4”
34 rnds = 4”

Finished Measurements
Width: 9 ¾ (10 ½) 11 (11 ¾) in.
Length: 13 ¼ (15) 16 ½ (18 ½) in.

Pattern information:
The dress is knit from the bottom up. The
skirt is knit in the round on the larger
needles in stockinette stitch.
The yoke and arms are knit flat on the
smaller needles in pattern.

Buy the yarn here:
http://shop.hobbii.com/gurli-dress
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Skirt
CO 192 (200) 216 (232) sts and join in the rnd of the larger needles.
Knit 6 rnds in garter stitch (Rnd 1: Knit, Rnd 2: purl)
Continue in stockinette stitch (knit all rnds) until the piece measures 9 ½ (10 ½) 12 ¼ (13 ¾)”
Begin Decreases
Rnd 1 Decreasing: (k2, k2tog) to the end of rnd = 144 (150) 162 (174) sts.
Rnd 2:
Size ½ yr: *k10, k2tog* Repeat * - * 12 times = 132 sts.
Size 1 yr: *k13, k2tog * Repeat * - * 10 times = 140 sts.
Size 2 yr: *k7, k2tog * Repeat * - * 18 times = 144 sts.
Size 4 yr: k20, *k5, k2tog * Repeat * - * 22 times = 152 sts.
All sizes: Place a marker at each side seam = 66 (70) 72 (76) sts on the front and back.

Yoke with sleeves
Leave the back sts on the larger circular needles (US 2 ½) and set aside, while switching to
the smaller needles (US 2) to work the front sts.
The yoke is knit flat in pattern. CO new sts on either side to create the sleeves.
The yoke is worked in one piece from the bottom of the front piece, over the shoulders and
down to the back. The back is divided and knit in 2 parts. The yoke is joined together again
at the end.

Front and two sleeves
Work flat on a 2.5mm circular needle.
Row 1, RS: Knit the 66 (70) 72 (76) sts of the front, then cast on 10 (10) 12 (14) sts using the
knitted cast-on method at the end of the row for the sleeve.
Row 2, WS: Purl every st and cast on 10 (10) 12 (14) sts in the knitted cast-on method at the
end of the row for the other sleeve = 86 (90) 96 (104) sts.
Continue in pattern as such:
Row 1, RS: Knit.
Row 2, WS: Knit.
Row 3: Knit 1, (yo, k2tog) until there is 1 st left, k1.
Row 4: Knit.
Row 5: Knit.
Row 6: Purl.
Repeat these 6 rows.
Work the pattern until the yoke measures 6 (7) 7 (8) cm. End on the sleeve side, on pattern
row 5.
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Neckline
Wrong side: Purl 28 (30) 32 (34) sts, bind off 30 (30) 32 (36) sts in purl, then purl until end
of row.
Finish each side separately.
Left side
Work about 9 (10) 11 (12) cm of the pattern over 28 (30) 32 (34) sts. Place a marker in the
sleeve side = mid shoulder.
Continue in pattern for another 1-2 cm, then end at the neck on pattern row 5.
Do not break the yarn, but continue making half the back and the sleeve as such:
Cast on 15 (15) 16 (18) sts at the neck using knitted cast-on = 43 (45) 48 (52) sts.
Work in pattern until the back is as long as the front, measured from the mid shoulder
marker
End at the sleeve side with pattern row 6.
Sleeve: Bind off the 10 (10) 12 (14) sts of the sleeve = 33 (35) 36 (38) sts.
Place the remaining sts on a stitch holder.
Right side
Start on the RS with the 1st row of the pattern.
Work about 9 (10) 11 (12) cm of the pattern over 28 (30) 32 (34) sts. Place a marker in the
sleeve side = mid shoulder.
Continue in pattern for another 1-2 cm, then end at the neck on pattern row 6.
Do not break the yarn, but continue making half the back and the sleeve as such:
Cast on 15 (15) 16 (18) sts at the neck using knitted cast-on = 43 (45) 48 (52) sts.
Work in pattern until the back is as long as the front, measured from the mid shoulder
marker
End at the sleeve side with pattern row 1.
Sleeve: Bind off the 10 (10) 12 (14) sts of the sleeve = 33 (35) 36 (38) sts.
Place the remaining sts on a stitch holder.

Assembly and finishing
Joining the yoke to the back of the skirt: Place the sts from the back of the yoke’s 2
pieces together on one circular needle (US 2) = 66 (70) 72 (76) sts. Hold the two circular
needles (1 with sts from the yoke and 1 with sts from the skirt) together with right sides
together. Knit 1 st from each needle together and bind off with an extra needle.
Under arm: Sew the arm sts together from the RS.
Buttons: Place 3 markers where the buttons will go on the right side of the back.

Crochet neck edge with button holes
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Attach the yarn from the bottom of the left side of the back.
Crochet a loop to be used as a button hole: *sc to where the button should be placed, ch 3,
skip 2 sts* repeat for a total off 3 times.
Continue working in sc around the neck and down the right side of the back piece.

Finish
Attach buttons where indicated.
Wash the dress and lay flat to dry.

Enjoy ☺
#hobbiidesign #hobbiigurli
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